
Year 6 isolation 

learning
15th October 2020

Please bring the work that you have done into 
school when you come back.



Maths morning starter



Maths morning starter - answers



Guided reading
Anne Frank diary



Extract from Anne Frank’s diary

 October 9th 1942: “Today I have nothing but dismal and depressing news to report. Our 
many Jewish friends and acquaintances are being taken away in droves. The Gestapo is 
treating them very roughly and transporting them in cattle cars to Westerbork, the big 
camp in Drenthe to which they’re sending all the Jews. Miep told us about someone 
who’d managed to escape from there. It must be terrible in Westerbork. The people get 
almost nothing to eat, much less to drink, as water is available only one hour a day, and 
there’s only one toilet and sink for several thousand people. Men and women sleep in the 
same room, and women and children often have their heads shaved. Escape is almost 
impossible; many people look Jewish, and they’re branded by their shorn heads. If it’s 
that bad in Holland, what must it be like in those faraway and uncivilised places where the 
Germans are sending them? We assume that most of them are being murdered. The 
English radio says they’re being gassed. Perhaps that’s the quickest way to die. I feel 
terrible. Miep’s accounts of these horrors are so heartrending… Fine specimens of 
humanity, those Germans, and to think I’m actually one of them! No, that’s not true, Hitler 
took away our nationality long ago. And besides, there are no greater enemies on earth 
than the Germans and Jews.”

 This extract shows the appalling way that Jews and other groups were treated by the 
Nazis. Make a list of what Anne described.



Literacy



ISPACE openers

 ING WORDS

SIMILES

PREPOSITIONS

ADVERBS OR ADVERBIAL PHRASES

CONJUNCTIONS

ED WORDS



ISPACE openers

This week, we are going to be revising ISPACE openers – you will 
remember them from previous years – and using them in our own 
sentences.

Adverbs or adverbial phrases give more information about verbs in 
sentences e.g Shelby jogged cautiously down the track.  or Peering 
around the corner, Brady noticed the black cat. 

We can start sentences with both adverbs and adverbial phrases.

Mournfully, the lonely wolf howled at the yellow harvest moon.

Peering from behind the wooden grandfather clock, the mouse 
noticed the small piece of cheese on the table.

You can see that I have used a comma after the opener.



ISPACE openers

Add an adverb or an adverbial phrase to start each of these sentences – make 
them as interesting as possible and punctuate them correctly.

_________________________________ the sunflower grew towards the sun.

_________________________________ Bobby looked towards the school gate.

_________________________________ Scarlett turned towards the shops.

Can you add three sentences using your own adverbs or adverbial phrases?



Effects of the Holocaust
Yesterday, you watched the three films below to find out more about the life of 
Anne Frank  and how she, her family as well as other Jewish people in Germany 
and the Netherlands were affected by the Holocaust.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7o8jSbCanv0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea6u90FqMKQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0SJgudCq540

Today, I would like you to imagine that you are Anne Frank and write a diary entry 
describing what it was like to go into hiding in the secret annexe. You will need to 
use the features of a diary (see next page on this PowerPoint) and include a short 
introduction to set the scene, what happened and why as well your reactions and 
opinions about what was happening.

The date the Franks went into hiding was 9th July 1942.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7o8jSbCanv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea6u90FqMKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0SJgudCq540


Features of a diary

A diary needs to include these features:

 A date

 An introductory section to ‘set the scene’

 Different paragraphs in chronological order

 Written in the first person – I, we 

 Written in the past tense

 ISPACE openers

 Events, reactions and opinions about what has happened



Mathematics
Common multiples



Prime numbers

 Have a look at the Prime Numbers PowerPoint on the website. Do the 

activities on the different pages and look carefully at the answers.

 There is also a worksheet that you will need to do in two halves – questions 1 

to 3 first and then watch the end of the PowerPoint before you tackle the rest 

of the questions.

 Bring the worksheet with you when you come back to school.



PE
 Why do we need to warm up in PE? 

 There is an example of a warm-up routine on 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aW_JqSK-CgY

 List as many different warm up exercises as you can – you can add little 

diagrams showing the movement if you like.

 Devise your own warm up routine, which can use with the class on our return.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aW_JqSK-CgY


Reading

Make sure that you spend between 15 and 30 mins reading independently. 

You can do AR quizzes at home. I will be looking to see how you are doing and 

I can see that some people have not yet attempted a quiz..



Have fun and stay safe


